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Abstract: It is shown that αs(E), the strong coupling constant, can be determined in the
non-perturbative regime from Bose-Einstein correlations (BEC). The obtained αs(E) , where E
is the energy of the hadron in the center of mass reference frame of the di-hadron pair, is in
agreement with the prescriptions dealt with in the Analytic Perturbative Theory approach. It also
extrapolates smoothly to the standard perturbative αs(E) at higher energies. Our results indicate
that BEC dimension can be considered as an alternative approach to the short-range correlations
between hadrons.
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1. Introduction

In recent years Bose-Einstein (BEC) and Fermi-Dirac (FDC) correlations [1] have been extensively
studied mainly with identical pion pairs produced in lepton-lepton and hadron-hadron reactions,
as well as in heavy ion (AA) collisions. In the one-dimension (1D) correlation analyses of pion and
hadron pairs it was found that the resulting R dimension depends on the particle mass and found to
be proportional to 1/

√
m where m is the mass of the correlated particles (See e.g., Ref. [2]). It has been

further shown [3] that this R(m) behavior can be described in terms of the Heisenberg uncertainty
relations and from a general QCD potential considerations.

The two identical particle correlation effect can be measured in terms of the correlation function

C(p1, p2) =
ρ(p1, p2)

ρ0(p1, p2)
, (1)

where p1 and p2 are the 4-momenta of the two correlated hadrons and ρ(p1, p2) is the two-particle
density function. The ρ0(p1, p2) stands for the two particle density function in the absence of the a BEC
(or FDC) effect. This ρ0 is often referred to as the reference sample against which the correlation effect
is compared to. The BEC and FDC analyses had often different experimental backgrounds and have
chosen various types of reference ρ0(p1, p2) samples. Thus, one must take this situation in account
when judging the correlation results in terms of energy and/or mass dependence.

The function frequently used in the BEC and the FDC studies the evaluation of the R are:

C(Q) = 1 + λe−Q2R2
. for bosons and C(Q) = 1− λe−Q2R2

. for fermions. (2)

These are the Goldhaber parametrizations [4,5] proposed for a static Gaussian particle source in the
plane-wave approach which assumes for the particle emitter a spherical volume with a radial Gaussian
distribution. The λ factor, also known as the chaoticity parameter, lies within the range of 0 to 1. Due to
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the fact that the major correlation experiments were carried out with identical bosons we will here
focus our discussion on the BEC.

It has been noticed already some two decades ago that the R extracted from BEC and FDC
analysis of hadron pairs produced in the decay of the Z0 gauge boson [2,6] suggested a mass
dependence roughly proportional to 1/

√
m [3]. This is illustrated in Figure 1 taken from reference [7]

where a compilation of the R results was obtained from the Z0 hadronic decay experiments at LEP,
The difference between the R value at the pion mass to those of the proton and Λ baryons is indeed
impressive. However presently no significant difference is seen between the R of the pions and the
K-mesons produced in the Z0 decay. Thus, this dimension data, deduced from the e+e− prompt
interactions, cannot serve for a precise expression for the R dependence on energy. For that reason, we
use here the BEC dimension results obtained in Pb−Pb collisions experiments [8].
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Figure 1. A compilation of R versus the hadron mass obtained from BEC and FDC analyses of the Z0

hadronic decays of the LEP experiments [2,6] taken from Ref. [7]. The solid line and the dotted lines
represent respectively Equation (7) with ∆t = 10−24 s and ∆t = (1± 0.5)× 10−24 s. Here h̄ = c = 1 .

In this letter we show that the BEC can serve in the evaluation of the strong coupling constant
αs at the non-perturbative region of the scales E ≤ 1 GeV (where E is the energy of the hadron in the
center of mass reference frame of the di-hadron pair). The resulting coupling constant is shown to
be in good qualitative agreement with the one obtained from solving the Bethe-Saltpeter equation to
determine the effective potential of the quarkonium which in turn is consistent with the αs deduced
from an Analytic Perturbative Theory (APT) prescription.

In Section 2 we discuss the mass dependence of the BEC source scale and in Section 3 we derive
an analytic formula relating the strong coupling constant αs and the BEC source radius. Finally,
in Section 4 we present numerical values for αs and show that the BEC derived source dimension
corresponds to strong overlapping hadrons where the BEC source radius is of the order of the distance
between them.
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2. The Mass Dependence of the BEC Dimension R

Since the maximum of the BEC enhancement of two identical bosons of mass m occurs when
Q→ 0, the three-vector momentum difference of the bosons approaches zero. Thus, we can link the
BEC effect to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [3], namely

∆p∆r = 2µvr = mvr = h̄c , (3)

where µ is the reduced mass of the di-hadron system and r = ∆r is the distance between them. Here
we use for ∆p the GeV unit while r is given in fm units so that h̄c = 0.197 GeV fm. Thus, one obtains:

r =
h̄c
mv

=
h̄c
p

. (4)

We also apply the uncertainty relation expressed in terms of time and energy

∆E∆t =
p2

m
∆t = h̄ , (5)

where the energy and ∆t are given respectively in GeV and seconds. Thus, one has

p =
√

h̄m/∆t . (6)

Inserting this expression for p into Equation (4) one finally obtains

r(m) =
hc√

m

√
∆t
h

=
c
√

h̄∆t√
m

. (7)

Comparing values of r in Equation (7) and experimental data for R (see Figure 1 we are led to identify
r with R .

As mentioned above the R values, deduced from the BEC and FDC analyses of the Z0 hadronic
decays are shown in Figure 1. These results provided the first clue that the R may depend on the mass
of the two identical correlated particles [3]. As can be seen, the measured R values of the pion pairs are
located at ∼0.6 fm except for one π0π0 result where its R value lies significantly lower. The R Kaon
pairs values are seen to be near to those of the charged pions. Impressive however are the R values
obtained from the Λ hyperon and proton baryon pairs which lie close together in the vicinity of 0.15 fm.
The solid line in the figure was calculated from Equation (7) with ∆t = 10−24 s representing the strong
interactions time scale. The dashed lines are derived from Equation (7) setting ∆t = (1± 0.5)× 10−24

s to illustrate the sensitivity of Equation (7) in its ability to estimate the energy dependence of R .
An alternative way to extract R dependence on the energy is to use the BEC results of the boson pairs
produced in Pb−Pb collisions.

A clear evidence for the dependence of R on the mass of the BEC boson pairs is seen in Figure 2
that was obtained by the WA98 collaboration [8]. In Figure 2 are plotted the BEC dimension deduced
from identical correlated boson pairs, including the deutron pairs, produced in Pb−Pb collisions at
the nucleon-nucleon center of mass energy of 158 GeV/A. As can be seen, apart from the proton pair
result, the R dependence on the mass value is very well described by A/

√
m, with the fitted value

of A = (2.75± 0.04) fm GeV1/2. According to Equation (7) one finds that A = c
√

h̄∆t so that in the
Pb−Pb collisions case ∆t = (1.28± 0.04)× 10−22 s. Taking for prompt pp collision the representing
strong interaction value of ∆t = 10−24 s one obtains for R versus the mass, in GeV units, the relation

R =
0.244± 0.005√

m(GeV)
fm , (8)

which is shown by a ±1 s.d. band in Figure 3 which is of the same value as the LEP data-based result.
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again indicates that the deuteron source undergoes an approxi-
mate boost in ariant xpansion.

In the YK frame the YKP radius parameter ➅ ☞ can be x-
pressed as [41]: ➅ ✁☞ ❧ ▼❳ ✁qsr ➅ ✁Þ ❘➏➅ ✁◗❝t ➉ (17)

where
❳ q is the elocity of the particle pair transverse to the

beam direction, and ➅❐Þ and ➅ ◗ are the outward and side ard
radii of the BP parametrization. The negati alue of ➅ ✁☞ ❉❘✱● ❫ fm

✁
obtained from the YKP fit is in agreement with the

observation of strong opacity [1,39,42] of the deuteron source
made in the previous section.

Discussion

Although one does not necessarily xpect boost-in ariance in
the target fragmetnation region at SPS energies, the small al-
ues of the cross-term ➅⑩Þ✆❖ in the BP parametrization as well as
the consistenc with zero longitudinal elocity

❳
in the YKP

parametrization of the correlation functions, indicates that both
proton and deuteron sources xhibit boost-in ariant xpansion.

The measured one-dimensional radius parameter xtracted
for protons is markedly larger than that for deuterons. Compar
ison of the present results for protons and deuterons with those
for ❯❭❱ also measured in the Plastic Ball [43], and ❯ ➜ mea-
sured in the A98 negati e-charged particle spectrometer [44,
45], and with ✷➻❱ measured in the A44 xperiment [46] for
central Pb+Pb collisions at 158 ✸ GeV re eals that the radii
are observed so sho mass ordering with ➅❨✉❈✉➷➘➦➅❵✈❢✈ ➘➅❵✇❄✇❄➘➦➅②①❝① This observation is in agreement with previous
reports [47] that lighter particles tend to gi larger radius pa-
rameters. It is interesting that large loosely bound composite
object lik the deuterons follows the same trend as observed
for elementary particles. It has been shown by Alexander [47,
48] that the source-size mass dependence of hadrons emerging
from ③ ☞ decays produced in ❝❛❱ ❝ ➜ annihilation can be repro-
duced using the Heisenber uncertainty relations to deri the
relations: ➅➷❧ ✸✴ ❴ ➉ (18)

and ➅❵❖❭❧ ✸✴ ❴ ❇ ➉ (19)

where ✸➲❧❛④ ✴ ❣⑤ ❖❙⑥ is time scale constant, ➅ ❖ is the longitudi-
nal radius parameter and ❴ and ❴➴❇ are the mass and the mean

transverse mass, respecti ely An alternati xplanation using
QCD deri ed potential [47] pro ed to be equally successful.
different approach to xplain the ➅ and ➅❚❖ mass dependence
as gi en by Bialas and Zalewski [49–51]. In this description

the radius parameter of the source is mass independent and its
apparent decrease is consequence of the momentum-position
correlation xpressed in the Bjorken-Gottfried condition [52,
53]. Howe er study of purely kinematical considerations [54]
led to the conclusion that this is unlikely to account for the ob-
served ➅P❪✭❴r❜ dependence.
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Radius parameters xtracted from one-dimensional two-particle
correlation functions for central Pb+Pb collisions at 158 ✸ GeV
are shown as function of the particle mass in Fig. 13. The❯ ➜ ❯ ➜ radius parameter as measured with the negati e-charged
particle spectrometer of the A98 xperiment [44,45] and the
two-kaon radius parameter as reported by the A44 Collab-
oration [46], both measured near mid-rapidity ⑩❡❶❸❷✠❹ ❽ ✽ ê In
general, the radii follo the ✴ ❴ dependence xpectation of
Eq. (18). fit of Eq. (18) to the ❯❲❱ [43], proton, and deuteron
radii measured with the A98 Plastic Ball gi es ✸Ï❧ ❽ ✽ ✃✮●❐è■✾✽⑧▼⑤✺ fm GeV
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Previous results on pion and kaon interferometry for S+Pb
and Pb+Pb reactions at the SPS ha demonstrated scaling of
the ➅ ❖ and ➅ ❇ radius parameters on the transverse mass, ❴ ❇ [55,
56]. The longitudinal and transverse radius parameters from the

Figure 2: BEC analyzes of hadron pairs emerging from central Pb−Pb collisions at 158/A
GeV [6]. The continuous line represents a fit of Eq. (7) to the data of the Plastic Ball detector.
The result of the fit where the WA98 data and the Kaon-pair R1D value from the NA44
collaboration were also included is shown by the dashed line.

Inserting this expression for p into Eq. (4) one finally obtains

r(m) =
hc√
m

√
∆t

h
=

c
√
h̄∆t√
m

. (7)

Comparing values of r in Eq. 7 and experimental data for R1D (see Fig. ??) we are lead to

identify r with R1D .
As it was mensioned above the R1D values, deduced from the BEC and FDC analyzes of the

Z0 hadronic decays are shown in Fig. 1. These results provided the first clue that the R1D may
depend on the mass of the two identical correlated particles [2]. As can be seen, the measured
R1D values of the pion pairs are located at ∼ 0.6 fm with the exception of one π0π0 result where
its R1D value lies significantly lower. The R1D Kaon pairs values are seen to be near to those
of the charged pions. Impressive however are the R1D values obtained from the Λ hyperon and
proton baryon pairs which lie close together in the vicinity of 0.15 fm. The solid line in the
figure was calculated from Eq. (7) with ∆t = 10−24 sec representing the strong interactions
time scale. The dashed lines are derived from Eq. (7) setting ∆t = (1 ± 0.5) × 10−24 sec in
order to illustrate the sensitivity of Eq. (7) in its ability to estimate the energy dependence of
R1D . An alternative way to extract R1D dependence on the energy is to use the BEC results
of the boson pairs produced in Pb−Pb collisions.

A clear evidence for the dependence of R1D on the mass of the BEC boson pairs is seen in Fig.
2 that was obtained by the WA98 collaboration [6]. In Figure 2 are shown the BEC dimension
deduced from identical correlated boson pairs, including the deutron pairs, produced in Pb−Pb
collisions at the nucleon-nucleon center of mass energy of 158 GeV/A. As can be seen, apart
from the proton pair result, the R1D dependence on the mass value is very well described by
A/

√
m, with the fitted value of A = (2.75 ± 0.04) fm GeV1/2. According to Eq. (7) one finds

that A = c
√
h̄∆t so that in the Pb−Pb collisions case ∆t = (1.28± 0.04)× 10−22 sec. Taking

for prompt pp collision the representing strong interaction value of ∆t = 10−24 sec one obtains

3

Figure 2. BEC analyses of hadron pairs emerging from central Pb−Pb collisions at 158/A GeV [8].
The continuous line represents a fit of Equation (7) to the data of the Plastic Ball detector. The result of
the fit where the WA98 data and the Kaon-pair R value from the NA44 collaboration were also included
is shown by the dashed line.
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Figure 3. The ±1 s.d. R band versus the mass energy of the boson pairs produced at a time delay of
∆t = 10−24 s as deduced from BEC of hadron pairs produced in Pb−Pb collisions at 158 GeV/A [8]
with a time delay of ∆t = (1.28± 0.04)× 10−22 s (see text). Here h̄ = c = 1 is used.

3. The Strong Coupling Constant and the BEC

The short-range interactions between two hadrons can be described in terms of the constituent
quark model. This idea dates to [9] (see also [10]) and was applied to the BEC in [3]. Namely, the
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short-range interaction between hadrons can be described by means of the quark-quark interaction
potential [11]

V(r) = −(4/3)αs h̄c/r + κr . (9)

The coupling constant αs is usually taken as a parameter to be fitted, while the constant κ, that
corresponds to the confinement part of the interaction, is of order of 0.9 GeV/fm [12], while r is the
distance between the two hadrons.

We now make use of the virial theorem for the two-hadron system, which has the form [13]

〈2T〉 =<~r · ~∇V(r) > , (10)

where 〈T〉 is the average kinetic energy of the hadrons.
Note now that in our approximation 2T = p2/m, where p is the momentum. For momentum,

using Equations (6) and (7) to exclude ∆t, we immediately obtain p2 = (h̄c)2/r2 = 2Tm. Then, taking
into account the spherical symmetry of the potential one obtains

(h̄c)2

m
= r3 dV

dr
. (11)

This yields straightaway an expression for the strong coupling constant, namely

r3
(

κ +
4
3

αs h̄c
r2

)
− (h̄c)2

m
= 0 , (12)

from which one has that αs is equal to

αs =
3
4
(h̄c)2 − r3κm

mrh̄c
. (13)

Inserting h̄c = 0.1973 GeV fm one obtains

αs =
1.267(0.1168− 3r3κm)

mr
. (14)

To evaluate αs we use for the parameter κ the value of 0.18 GeV2/0.9 GeV/fm [12] corresponding to
the meson Regge trajectory. The variable r and its mass dependence are taken to be identical to the
R dimension given by Equation (8) which was determined from the analyses of the BEC and FDC
deduced from identical hadron pairs (see also [3]).

4. Conclusions

Our main results are shown in Figure 4. Since our system in the center of mass energy is
nonrelativistic, the αs that we determine corresponds to an energy scale of E ∼ m, where m is the
hadron mass and E is the hadron energy in the di-hadron pair in its center of mass reference frame
(i.e., approximately half of the energy of the Bose-Einstein pair).

The non-perturbative αs is calculated via Equation (14) and is shown in Figure 4 as a function
of energy by the solid line. The accompanying dotted lines represent the ±1 s.d. limits of the band.
For comparison we also show the perturbative αs curve, labeled by pQCD, which essentially overlaps
with the non-perturbative strong coupling in the region of about 2 to 11 GeV. Using our low energy
non-perturbative strong coupling we obtain for example αs at the mass energy of the K-meson and the
Λ-hyperon respectively the following values:

αs(0.494 GeV) = 0.451± 0.035 and αs(1.115 GeV) = 0.392± 0.019.
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Figure 4. αs as a function of energy below 20 GeV. The solid line represents the non-perturbative αs(E) as
a function of energy E of order m calculated from Equation (14). The dotted lines are defining the ±1 s.d.
band. The curved dashed line labeled as pQCD is the perturbative αs calculated using reference [14] with
the number of flavors N f = 3 and setting ΛMS = 200 MeV [15]. Here h̄ = c = 1 is used.

The non-perturbative αs determined here as a function of energy agrees well with the results
obtained in [16,17], where effective αs was obtained by solving the Bethe-Saltpeter equation for
quarkonium. As a result, the strong coupling constant αs determined here agrees well with the
one-loop Analytic Perturbative Theory (APT) approach [18]). In particular we have good agreement
with the so called “massive” variation of the APT prescription [18,19]. The latter one approach
coincides with the standard APT approach for energy scales of E > 200 MeV [20], i.e., above the pion
mass. However, for small E the strong coupling constant goes down to zero [18,19], exactly as we have
in Figure 4. It is worthwhile to note however that although our curve is in good agreement with the
“massive” APT prescription at small E of order of the pion mass, strictly speaking it is questionable if
we can apply our estimates at the pion scale, based on a simple nonrelativistic quark model. Thus,
“reasonable” agreement of our result for the pion mass with a particular version of APT prescription
deserves further study.

Please note that recently additional approaches to the determination of αs behavior in the
low transverse momenta region were discussed, see [21–23]. The approach in [21] is based on
one-loop renormalization loop calculations, while in [23] on combining dispersion relations with
lattice simulations results and experimental data on e+e− annihilation. It is quite amazing that all the
approaches lead to the same qualitative form of αs as a function of energy/transverse momentum scale.

On the other hand, it is clear that all theoretical descriptions of the infrared dynamics currently
are model-dependent and based, from field theoretical point of view , on different ansats for field
theoretical resummation of corrections. In particular, there arises a question of connection between
strong coupling constant in nonrelativistic quark model used in this paper and αs defined in field
theoretical schemes for infrared QCD dynamics. This question was discussed in detail in [16–19] where
it was shown that αs defined in particular renormalization/resummation scheme in these references,
can indeed be identified with (up to short-range corrections) with the running coupling constant that
enters the potential for nonrelativistic bound states.

In conclusion, it is shown that the strong coupling constant αs(E) can be evaluated in the
non-perturbative region using the Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac correlations dimension results.
The resulting αs(E) is in good agreement with the so called APT “massive” prescription [18,19] and
extrapolates well at the higher energies to the conventional perturbative αs(E). Our results indicate
that the BEC/FDC correlations both for baryons and mesons, correspond to a picture where the two
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participating hadrons strongly overlap, and the R radius, that conventionally characterizes the scale
of the BEC/FDC, corresponds to the distance r between the centers of these two correlated particles.
Thus, our results indicate that these correlations may well serve as an alternative approach for the
study of short-range correlations between hadrons [24].

Finally, let us note that in our simulations we used the LEP and RHIC results. Recently high
accuracy results for BEC were also obtained at LHC [25–27]. The use of their data does not change the
results obtained in the current letter.
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